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Solve spatial problems
        sustainably
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Solve spatial problems sustainably 
with IP SYSCON GmbH

IP SYSCON GmbH 
About us

IP SYSCON GmbH    Tiestestraße 16-18    D-30171 Hannover    Tel.: +49 (5 11) / 85 03 03-0    E-Mail: info@ipsyscon.de   Internet: http://www.ipsyscon.de 

We all use the space around us every day. This includes 
the space in buildings as well as the nature areas in 
our environment. This creates permanent competition 
between the various claims for the same area – spaces 
must be designed or redeveloped while focusing on en-
hancing usability and sustainable quality maintenance.

In order to solve these spatial problems sustainably, 
two key elements are required as tools, without which it 
would be difficult to provide a professional solution: the 
first is specialist knowledge on which spatial uses or 
infrastructures to plan and manage, and how; the other 
is sophisticated, proven IT solutions developed by us to 
provide targeted and forward-looking results. These 
two key elements have established IP SYSCON  GmbH 
as a company providing core competences from a single 
source. 

About IP SYSCON GmbH 

IP SYSCON GmbH is an established GIS and CAFM soft-
ware and services company operating in Germany and 
Europe for more than twenty years. The company sup-
ports clients in public administration and the private 
sector through an extensive branch network.

The services as a GIS and CAFM provider include the 
development and distribution of the corresponding 
standard software and solutions, comprehensive con-
sultation, coordinated (data) services, sustainable sup-
port as well as tailored training on request and meeting 
the responsibilities associated with „one-stop solu-
tions“.

We now have a number of technical solutions with dif-
ferent language interfaces in use in several European 
countries. IP SYSCON GmbH provides user-oriented 

solutions that have proven their practical applicability 
for over 1,000 clients and provide the following exper-
tise:

 ■ Building and property management

 ■ Digital (urban) planning

 ■ Environment & nature conservation

 ■ Geodata

 ■ Green space management

 ■ Project solutions 

 ■ Renewable energy

 ■ Road management

 ■ Supply and disposal

As one of the largest Esri Gold and pit - cup partners, 
we have developed a comprehensive, open and scala-
ble product and service portfolio in our work to date. 
IP SYSCON GmbH uses a variety of sophisticated tech-
nical and content-related specialist applications for its 
wide-ranging projects. These fulfil the practical requi-
rements of users in a variety of disciplines. 

In addition to the standard solutions for all areas of GIS 
and CAFM, individual project solutions, the integrati-
on of Geographic information systems (GIS) and CAFM 
(Computer-Aided Facility Management) into existing IT 
landscapes and renewable energy solutions (including 
solar potential analysis) complete the range of services 
offered by IP SYSCON GmbH.

We are there for you to solve your spatial problems sus-
tainably!


